Urban Forests as Main Regulator of the Evaporative Cooling Effect in Cities
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Abstract  Higher temperatures in urban areas expose a large fraction of the human population to potentially dangerous heat stress. Green spaces are promoted worldwide as local and city-scale cooling strategies but the amount, type, and functioning of vegetation in cities lack quantification and their interaction with urban climate in different settings remains a matter of debate. Here we use state-of-the-art remote sensing data from 145 city clusters to disentangle the drivers of surface urban heat islands (SUHI) intensity and quantify urban-rural differences in vegetation cover, species composition, and evaporative cooling. We show that nighttime SUHIs are affected mostly by abiotic factors, while daytime SUHIs are highly correlated with vegetation characteristics and the wetness of the background climate. Magnitude and seasonality of daytime SUHIs are controlled by urban-rural differences in plant transpiration and leaf area, which explain the dependence of SUHIs on wetness conditions. Leaf area differences are caused primarily by changes in vegetation type and a loss of in-city forested areas, highlighting the importance of maintaining “natural reserves” as a sustainable heat mitigation policy.

Plain Language Summary  More than half of the world’s population currently lives in cities. Large cities are exposed to higher temperatures than their surrounding rural areas, a phenomenon known as the Urban Heat Island (UHI). Greening our cities has been proposed as an effective Urban Heat mitigation strategy. However, a detailed global scale quantification of the effect of urban vegetation to urban microclimate remains an open debate. The reason for that has been traditionally been the lack of global scale data needed to describe the urban form, and how plants operate within in. In this study, we used the last generation satellite data to quantify all those factors. Utilizing those data, we found that urban vegetation is the most important factor regulating UHI intensities globally. Most importantly we found that the type of vegetation (urban forest or urban grasslands) play a major role in explaining the development or UHIs.

1. Introduction

With the global population increasingly living in cities (e.g., Seto et al., 2011), urban vegetation can provide critical ecosystem services for human and ecological well-being (Endreny, 2018) for a large fraction of the global population. Urban green spaces, such as parks, gardens, and street trees, represent such a “natural capital” for cities (Willis & Petrokofsky, 2017). In addition to other co-benefits (Fong et al., 2018; Z. Zhang et al., 2021), a crucial ecosystem service that green infrastructure can provide is the amelioration of urban climate (e.g., Winbourne et al., 2020), which is an urgent need for urban dwellers coping with the risk of extreme heat stress associated with global climate change (e.g., Raymond et al., 2020) and the urban heat island (UHI) effect (e.g., Manoli et al., 2019). While the ability of urban vegetation to reduce air and surface temperature is well known at the local scale (e.g., Winbourne et al., 2020), the heterogeneity of cities and the global variability of background climate, land management strategies, and vegetation characteristics, make it difficult to arrive at general conclusions on the cooling effect of city-scale strategies aimed at increasing green cover. The spatial extent of vegetated surfaces clearly plays a role in reducing urban temperatures (e.g., Manoli et al., 2019; Winbourne et al., 2020), but the different amount and type of green spaces in existing cities and the various interactions among vegetation type, phenology, and UHI intensity remain largely unexplored.
UHIs are urban-rural differentials of air and surface temperature known as canopy UHI (CUHIs hereinafter) and surface UHIs (SUHIs hereinafter), respectively (T. R. Oke et al., 2017). Due to the availability of satellite observations, SUHIs have been extensively documented globally (e.g., Chakraborty & Lee, 2019; Manoli et al., 2019; Peng et al., 2012; Stewart, 2011; K. Ward et al., 2016), while CUHIs are generally studied for individual cities only (Stewart, 2011). CUHIs and SUHIs exhibit distinct diurnal patterns (the former are mostly a nighttime phenomenon while the latter generally peak during daytime) but they are tightly connected once averaged daily or over longer timescales (Chakraborty et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2019) and represent key metrics to quantify the additional threat of heat exposure posed by global urbanization (e.g., Chakraborty et al., 2020).

UHIs can lead to significant excess mortality during heatwaves (e.g., Heaviside et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2010) and simultaneously increase energy costs due to building cooling requirements (e.g., Kolokotroni et al., 2012; Santamouris, 2014). The problem is expected to be exacerbated in the future due to increasing likelihood of heat waves (e.g., Murari et al., 2015; Schoetter et al., 2015; Zhao, 2018), which, in combination with UHIs, will expose urban population to an unprecedented heat risk (D. Li & Bou-Zeid, 2013; Raymond et al., 2020). Hence, considering the combined risks of climate change, UHI development (e.g., Zhao et al., 2018), and increasing exposed population (e.g., Angel et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2020), there is an urgent need to quantify the drivers of urban-induced warming and develop efficient, geographically targeted, mitigation strategies, such as urban greening (Manoli et al., 2019).

The energetics of the UHI have long been investigated (e.g., Howard, 1833; T. Oke, 1982) and over time, our quantitative understanding of the causes of UHIs has significantly improved (e.g., Arnfield, 2003; Mills, 2014; T. R. Oke et al., 2017). Important factors leading to high UHI intensities, especially during night, include heat emitted by buildings and from various anthropogenic activities adding a significant amount of excess heat, particularly in large busy cities (e.g., Allen et al., 2011). Additionally, the urban fabric affects the land-surface's roughness and thus turbulent exchanges (e.g., Rotach, 1999). During daytime both CUHIs and SUHIs are influenced by the lower evapotranspiration in cities (Zhao et al., 2014; Ziter et al., 2019). Due to their impervious surfaces and relative lack of vegetation, cities on average have much higher Bowen ratios (sensible to latent heat ratios) in comparison to the nearby rural areas, though both are exposed to the same regional climate. Increased Bowen ratios result in higher surface temperatures, which can also influence near-surface temperatures.

Hence, lowering the Bowen ratio of cities, is an attractive strategy to reduce urban warming. Since plant transpiration contributes to the largest fraction of the latent heat flux (e.g., Paschalis et al., 2018), urban greening has been widely recognized as an effective strategy for improving microclimate and reducing UHIs (e.g., Gunawardena et al., 2017). Satellite imagery (Figure 1b–1g) clearly shows that green urban areas with high photosynthetic rates and thus high evaporative cooling via transpiration coincide with low surface temperatures. However, quantification of the importance of plant transpiration for UHI mitigation is far from trivial. Urban vegetation commonly consists of nonnative species (e.g., Avolio et al., 2018), is heavily managed, and, being within the city, is exposed to a different microclimate than native vegetation or crops in the nearby rural areas. Considering that vegetation responses to climate are species specific (e.g., Pappas et al., 2016) and vegetation is patchy in cities, it has been a major challenge to quantify latent heat fluxes in urban environments. Latent heat fluxes have also been found to have the largest discrepancy among urban canopy models and between models and measurements (Grimmond et al., 2010). Such a challenge has also likely limited our capacity to bring quantitative criteria in the design of urban greening, including species selection.

The data required to disentangle the relative contributions of background climate, urban fabric, vegetation structure and its evaporative cooling effect (D. Li et al., 2019; Manoli et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2014), have traditionally been a crucial limitation. A very high spatial resolution is needed to understand city scale processes, particularly when urban greening is a crucial factor, as urban green spaces often cover small areas and are scattered throughout the cities. In situ observations, including dense networks of meteorological measurements in urban environments and the associated land surface fluxes are available for a very small number of cities (e.g., Ando & Ueyama, 2017; Kotthaus & Grimmond, 2012; H. C. Ward et al., 2013) and even in those they are localized. An alternative is offered by satellite retrievals of the earth’s surface temperature, which have provided fine resolution data for decades now (e.g., Wan, 2008), allowing global scale
SUHI estimations (e.g., Chakraborty & Lee, 2019; Clinton & Gong, 2013). However, only recently, additional satellite derived data have become available at very high spatial resolutions, including leaf area (Garrigues et al., 2008), plant photosynthetic rates (Köhler et al., 2018), land use (Buchhorn et al., 2020), and building characteristics (Li, Koks, et al., 2020). These observations provide an unprecedented opportunity to quantify all relevant factors controlling SUHIs in detail, including the typology and function of urban vegetation.

In this study, we combine multiple current-generation remote sensing data, to identify global patterns of urban green cover, evaporative cooling, and SUHIs.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Data

Publicly available data were used in this study.
2.1.1. Properties of the Built Environment

City clusters for the Northern Hemisphere were obtained by Wang et al. (2019). In this study, the 145 largest urban clusters in terms of extent were used (Figure 1a). For each urban cluster we defined a surrounding area with a width of 0.1° (∼10 km) outside the cluster’s boundary as a reference “rural” area.

The fraction of man-made impervious surfaces at a 30 m resolution was derived from Landsat images (Brown de Colstoun et al., 2017). Average building heights for each cluster were estimated using a recently published data set (Li, Koks, et al., 2020). The data set includes all of Europe, North America and China, and the statistical analysis that involves building heights focuses on a subset of 112 city clusters, excluding those located in North Africa and Asia, except China. Population data for all city clusters were obtained from Jones and O’Neill (2016). The 10-day average black and white sky broadband albedos were retrieved by SPOT-VGT, available at the Copernicus Data Center.

2.1.2. Surface Temperature and Climate

Monthly averages of day and night SUHI intensities were estimated using the land surface temperature difference of the built-up pixels within the urban clusters and the nonbuilt-up pixels of their surrounding areas, as estimated by MODIS, using the daily scenes from AQUA and TERRA satellites for 2018–2019 (spatial resolution of 1 km). The built-up and nonbuilt-up pixels were based on the European Space Agency’s Climate Change Initiative Land Cover data set for 2018 at 300 m resolution (Bontemps et al., 2013). Global estimates of the wetness index, defined as the ratio of annual precipitation over annual potential evapotranspiration, were obtained using the CRU v4.02 data set (Harris et al., 2020) at a 0.5° resolution.

2.1.3. Urban Green Infrastructure

Vegetation properties and its activity within cities were also quantified. Vegetation properties included vegetation type and Leaf area index (LAI). LAI at 1 km spatial resolution for 2018 and 2019 were retrieved by SPOT-VGT. The fractions of trees, crops, shrubs, bare land, mosses and areas of permanent water cover, at 100m resolution for 2015 were obtained by the Copernicus Global Land Service (Buchhorn et al., 2019). Vegetation activity was quantified using Solar Induced Fluorescence (SIF) retrievals at 740 nm from the sensor on board the Copernicus Sentinel-5 Precursor satellite, as part of the TROPOMI mission (Köhler et al., 2018). The instrument has a swath width of ∼2600 km allowing for the first time SIF retrievals at fine spatial scales (∼7 × 3.5 km²) at daily resolution. The satellite was launched in October 2017 and has been collecting data since then. The full record for 2018 and 2019 ungridded SIF retrievals was employed here, using the bias correction proposed by Köhler et al. (2018). SIF is a proxy for the photosynthetic activity of terrestrial ecosystems and is directly linked to transpiration and carbon assimilation by vegetation (e.g., Köhler et al., 2018).

2.2. Methods

For each urban cluster and its corresponding surrounding area, we calculated the average monthly SIF, LAI, (black and white sky) albedo (α) and day/night surface temperatures. Day (SUHId) and night (SUHIn) SUHIs were estimated using the descending and ascending orbit retrievals of the TERRA (and AQUA) satellite, respectively. The metrics used to describe the land cover of each area were the average pervious land fraction, that is areas without man-made structures or permanent water, and the fractions of vegetated land covered by trees, crops, and low stature vegetation (grass and shrub). Vegetation phenology in both urban and rural areas was defined through the start (SOS) and end (EOS) of season dates. As SOS we defined the first crossing within the year when the 20 day rolling average of SIF time series exceeds 20% of its annual maximum value. EOS was defined as the date of the last crossing. Finally, for each city cluster, we estimated the average building height (H), wetness index (WI), that is the ratio of average annual precipitation and potential ET (WI = P/PET), and its population density (Pd). Note that the analyses here are performed considering all variables as city-scale averages. This inevitably reduces the heterogeneity of urban properties to their first statistical moments (i.e., mean and variance) but allows a systematic comparison of urban areas, their climate and vegetation characteristics (see discussion in Manoli, Fatich, Schläpfer, et al., 2020).

The statistical correlation between variables was established through the Pearson correlation coefficient and statistical significance was estimated based on p-values. The relative importance of each variable in
explaining SUHIs was estimated using the partial least squares (PLS) regression, and their corresponding VIP (variable importance in projection) scores. Each variable was standardized by its standard deviation before performing the PLS regression. In the presented results, the four first principle components were used. Common linear and nonlinear (exponential in this study) regression analyses were also performed between variables using ordinary least squares, and statistical significance was assessed using the corresponding p-values. All data analysis was carried out in MATLAB R2020a.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Dominant Role of Evaporative Cooling

Both SUHId and SUHIn in the northern hemisphere have distinct seasonal patterns that change with the wetness index of the background climate (Figure 2). SUHId in wet areas (WI > 1) peaks during summer season (June to August) with intensities SUHId = 4.76 ± 1.7 K (Figure 2a). SUHId in arid and semi-arid areas (WI < 0.5) are on average lower than wet cities throughout the whole year, and peak in early spring with intensities up to SUHId = 1.56 ± 2.8 K during March. SUHIn is on average lower than SUHId (SUHIn = 1.5 K, SUHIn = 2.4 K) throughout the year. SUHIn lacks a seasonal pattern in wet areas, whereas in arid and semi-arid places a clear seasonal pattern exists, with a peak during summer (SUHIn = 2.26 ± 1.0 K, for sites with a WI < 0.5), approximately 4 months later than the respective SUHId (Figure 2b).

Similar results regarding the seasonal pattern of both SUHId and SUHIn and their dependence on background climate have been previously documented for a number of cities (e.g., Manol, Fatichi, Bou-Zeid, & Katul, 2020; Schwarz et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2014), confirming the robustness of this behavior. The differences between SUHId and SUHIn rely on the different processes that operate during day and night. While SUHIn depends mostly on “abiotic” factors, such as the thermal capacity of urban/rural surfaces, anthropogenic heat emissions, and the intensity of boundary layer atmospheric turbulence (T. R. Oke, 1995), SUHId depends also on “biotic” factors, and plant activity in particular. Plants transpire during day, altering the land surface energy budget by lowering the Bowen ratio, and thus lowering the temperature of vegetated areas relative to the impervious surfaces of cities.

Using two cities as examples of a wet (London) and relatively dry (Madrid) climate, we can gain further insights into the role of vegetation activity and how the seasonal patterns of SUHId change with background climate wetness (Figure 3). The seasonal pattern of SUHId is clearly linked with transpiration (i.e., evaporative cooling) since vegetated areas exhibit the lowest surface temperatures (Figures 1b–1g). This is also reflected in the difference in vegetation properties. In London, the maximum differences between urban and rural ∆LAI, and ∆SIF occur during summer, when the highest SUHId also occurs. Both LAI and SIF are approximately −35% (Figures 3a and 3b) lower during summer inside the city. In Madrid, the largest values of ∆LAI and ∆SIF also occur when SUHId peaks, but in such a drier climate this happens during spring and the magnitude of difference is significantly lower (≈−10% (Figures 3a and 3b). As the seasonal patterns of ∆LAI and ∆SIF are identical to SUHId, and their magnitudes scale proportionately (Figure 3c), this is a strong indication of the importance of the evaporative cooling effect by plant photosynthesis and transpiration, on the daytime SUHIs (as statistically quantified in the following). However, whether evaporative cooling is the dominant control of SUHId is still an open question. Recent studies, primarily based on models, suggest that urban-rural changes in evapotranspiration are the key drivers of urban warming (e.g., D. Li et al., 2019; Manoli et al., 2019), but there is also evidence that SUHId intensities are strongly modulated by urban-rural differences in convective heat dissipation in humid and dry climate (e.g., Grimmond & Oke, 1999; Li, Bou-Zeid, et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2014).

---

Figure 2. (a) Seasonal patterns of SUHId intensities for dry (red), intermediate (green), and wet (blue) cities. Bar heights represent the average value of monthly SUHId for all sites within the Wetness Index (WI) limits: dry WI < 0.5, intermediate 0.5 < WI < 1, wet WI > 1. Bars correspond to one standard deviation. (b) Same for SUHIn.
In order to quantify the relative importance of transpirative cooling in comparison to the remaining factors controlling the intensity of SUHIs, we performed a correlation analysis and a PLS regression between the intensities of SUHI_d and SUHI_n, biotic factors controlling transpiration (SIF, LAI), and abiotic factors related to the urban fabric (building height: H, built area fraction: UC, albedo: \( \alpha \)), background climate (WI), and population density (\( \log(P_d) \)), as a proxy for anthropogenic heat emissions (Figure 4). As expected SUHI_n does not depend significantly on any biotic factor, given the absence of plant photosynthesis during night, and it is rather dependent on the urban form (Figure 4b). Specifically, SUHI_n increases with the built fraction and decreases with building height (Figure 4a). A higher fraction of built area is related to higher heat storage capacity of buildings and streets, absorbing more heat during day and releasing it during night. Higher building heights, increase the urban roughness, favoring heat convection from the land to the atmosphere, and thus reducing surface temperatures. However, the robustness of this result is not strong, as the correlation between SUHI_n and H is \( r = -0.16 \), (p-value = 0.09). Both, the fraction of built areas and building heights are correlated with population density (Figure S1), which could partially reflect the impact of anthropogenic heat emissions.

Figure 4. (a) Correlation matrix between all variables considered in this study. Colors correspond to the values of the Pearson correlation and circles indicate statistical significance. (b) Variable Importance in Projection (VIP) according to a partial least squares (PLS) regression, explaining the variability of SUHI_d (blue) and SUHI_n (black). Variables with a VIP < 0.8 (dashed line) are statistically considered as not influential. \( \delta \) indicates urban minus rural differences of the analyzed variables.
Contrary, SUHId is significantly affected by transpirative cooling. In fact, the differences of both LAI and SIF between the urban and rural environment explain the largest fraction of the variability of SUHId, with LAI being the single most influential variable (Figure 4b). The difference between urban and rural albedos, modifying the amounts of net radiation on the land surface, also play a significant role, but with a lower importance than transpiration (reflected in LAI and SIF, Figure 4b). As expected, δLAI and δSIF (i.e., the difference between urban and rural) are negatively correlated with SUHId, highlighting that increasing LAI and SIF inside the cities contribute to evaporative cooling. δα is weakly but positively correlated with SUHId. This counter-intuitive correlation (i.e., cities with higher albedos having stronger SUHId) is related to the fact that typically a lack of green spaces in cities coincides with higher albedos (i.e., man-made structures have a higher albedo than vegetation) (Figure S1). Population density, even though positively correlated with building heights and the fraction of built area, is not significantly affecting SUHId intensities. Overall, this extensive data set clearly points to an extremely dominant role of transpiration (i.e., evaporative cooling) for the magnitude of SUHId, in agreement with (e.g., Clinton & Gong, 2013; Kumar et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2012), and the importance of the urban fabric (i.e., man-made structures) for the magnitude of SUHln (e.g., Li, Schubert, et al., 2020; Sobstyl et al., 2018).

### 3.2. The Importance of Urban Green Spaces and Plant Type Composition

Given the major association between urban-rural changes in evapotranspiration and the magnitude of SUHId, and the rising interest in urban vegetation as heat mitigation measure, it is crucial to understand how vegetation structure and plant physiology depend on background climate, and how they impact the intensity of SUHId. δSIF is significantly affected by both SUHId (Figure 5a) and WI (Figure S1). The reductions in SIF within the urban environment are highest for the wettest sites. In sharp contrast, for hyper-arid sites, SIF was found to be higher within the urban clusters than its surrounding rural areas. With higher SIF reductions occurring in the wettest sites, higher SUHId intensities were observed in these cities (Figure 5a). Total SIF is a proxy of total photosynthetic rate and it depends on the leaf scale photosynthesis, representative of plant physiological responses to environmental forcing, and on the total available leaf area. To disentangle those two factors, we analyzed the behavior of LAI and the scaled quantity SIF/LAI as a proxy of plant physiological responses per unit of leaf area. LAI and SIF have an identical dependence structure with SUHId and WI (Figure 5b). However, the statistical dependence between LAI reductions and both WI and SUHId was significantly higher than for SIF. In other words, plant biophysical effects are more relevant than physiological effects. SIF/LAI was on average higher inside the cities with an increasing tendency with SUHId intensities (Figure 5c). This increase primarily occurred at the wettest sites. Given that the wettest sites are predominately located in colder climates, vegetation is likely benefiting from increased temperature inside...
Given that plant physiological changes in urban clusters and their surroundings are weakly dependent on either WI or SUHI, δLAI explains most of the dependence of SIF and thus evaporative cooling on WI and SUHI. Potential candidate variables that can explain the dependence of δLAI to WI are the availability of green space and LAI per unit of green space. We found an increase in green space availability with background climate (Figure 6a) but the relation is very weak ($r^2 = 0.04$), and thus cannot explain the dependence of δLAI on WI. In contrast, LAI for urban pervious (nonbuilt) areas (LAI/P) has a clear dependence on background climate (Figure 6b). Differences in LAI/P are highest during summer. In wet climates (WI > 1), LAI/P is significantly higher in the surrounding rural areas during summer than within city clusters (Figure 6b) while in dry climates (WI < 1) there is not a statistically significant difference between LAI/P inside and outside cities during the growing season (Figure 6b). Is spring and fall, in dry areas, LAI/P is higher inside than outside the cities. We can thus conclude that the available leaf area, and LAI/P in particular, rather than plant physiological responses to microclimate explain the dependence structure between δSIF, WI, and SUHI during the warmest months.

Differences in LAI/P (i.e., the leaf area per unit green space) between urban and rural areas can be caused by either plant phenology or species composition. In agreement with previous studies, the average growing season length was found to be longer in cities (e.g., Wang et al., 2019; X. Zhang et al., 2004) by 7.7 ± 23.5 days. The start of the growing season occurs 1.14 ± 15.8 days earlier (Figure 7a) and is independent of background climate. The end of season occurs 8.8 ± 18.5 days later inside cities (Figure 7b). There is a negative correlation (Figure 7b), between the delay of the end of season date and background climate, with cities in dry climates sustaining active vegetation for longer. As drier cities in our analysis are located in warm semi-arid and arid climates, the delay of the EOS data is unlikely to be related to temperature increases inside the city, and it is most likely related to either continuous irrigation provided to plants, allowing them to sustain a prolonged period of activity or as Wang et al. (2019) proposed, due to elevated CO2 concentrations in cities, leading to water savings in the root zone (Fatichi et al., 2016), due to reduced stomatal conductance with higher CO2 (e.g., Paschalis et al., 2017). However the difference in the length of the vegetation active season is not significantly correlated ($p > 0.05$) with the differences in LAI/P and thus cannot explain dependence of SUHI on WI.

In contrast, there is also a strong dependence between background climate and the difference in land cover in pervious spaces inside and outside cities, and in particular vegetation composition (Figure 7d; Figure S2). In agreement with the well-known global distribution of trees (e.g., Hirota et al., 2011), the fraction of forest cover increases with increasing wetness. This occurs in both urban and rural areas. However, vegetation in wet cities contains on average a larger fraction of low stature vegetation (shrubs, grasses, and crops) compared to its surrounding rural area, which typically consist of native forests. In dry locations, the fraction of green spaces with trees is similar between the urban and rural areas, and it is in general low. On average, the green spaces of dry cities consist to a larger degree of grasses and shrubs (e.g., parks and gardens) at the expenses of lower crop fractions (Figure S2). The difference in tree cover fraction (or the complementary...
differences in low stature vegetation fractions) between cities and their surroundings (δf) can explain δLAI/Pf to a large extent (Figures 7c, Figure S2). δf is also statistically significantly dependent of WI, while the respective differences of crop and grass cover distributions are not as strongly dependent on WI (Figure S2).

In summary, on average, in wet areas, δf is low, causing a large reduction of δLAI/Pf, and subsequently SIF, and transpiration cooling. Integrating all these information, we can conclude that the key attribute that determines the strength of SUHI is not only the amount of urban green spaces (or nonbuilt surfaces) but the type of vegetation that compose them.

3.3. Implications for Green Infrastructure Design

LAI as a metric for sustainable urban development has been proposed previously in architectural design (Ong, 2003). In this study, we clearly illustrate that the major factor affecting the difference between urban and rural LAI, and its implications for the developments of SUHIs, are primarily related to changes in the fraction of high stature vegetation (e.g., urban forests). In other words, urban greenery consists more often of mowed lawns and scattered trees, which cannot replicate the LAI density of rural counterparts in wet regions. Maintenance and expansion of urban forests rather than generic urban greening, is thus found to

---

**Figure 7.** Scatterplots between Wetness Index (WI) and ΔEOS (a) and ΔSOS (b) for all city clusters. Solid lines correspond to a fitted linear model and dashed lines to its uncertainty bounds. (c) Scatterplot between δf and δLAI/Pf, where f is the tree cover fraction of pervious surfaces. Marker colors show the value of SUHI during summer for each city. (d) Scatterplot between WI and δf. Solid lines correspond to a fitted linear model and dashed lines to its uncertainty bounds.
be a key factor for mitigating SUHIs and, more broadly, improve urban microclimate. Strategic growing of urban forests is also a widely accepted solution for improving ecosystem services, human well-being, and enhancing biodiversity (Endreny, 2018). However, both maintenance and expansion of urban forests is a major challenge. High stature vegetation requires water that might not be available in dry places, where water scarcity is often a major issue of concern. Large amounts of irrigation are needed to sustain non-native urban green forests, which conflicts with sustainable water management practices (e.g., L. Liu and Jensen, 2018). Regions currently considered wet, could also experience longer dry periods in the future (e.g., Feng et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2013), with a simultaneous increase in atmospheric drought and plant water stress, that could only be alleviated with extensive irrigation (e.g., Ukkola et al., 2020). In addition, expansion and retrofitting of urban forests in already densely populated cities is a major challenge because of high costs and limited space availability. A sustainable urban design alternative that could partially alleviate both the need for extensive irrigation and engineering works, is the maintenance of “urban reserves” by integrating remainders of natural vegetation within the urban form. Native vegetation adapted to its local climate can be sustained and remain active, and thus provide evaporative cooling, without the need of providing copious amounts of water (e.g., Paschalis et al., 2018).

The strong dependence of our results on urban green cover and background climate, also highlights the need for appropriate models to design optimal vegetation strategies for cities. In order to properly quantify the land surface energy budget, we should take into account urban vegetation, its dynamics (e.g., LAI temporal and spatial dynamics), and its responses to both climate and anthropogenic interventions (e.g., irrigation). Detailed models that integrate all essential physical, hydrological, and plant physiological processes in the urban environment have only recently been introduced (e.g., Meili et al., 2020; Nice et al., 2018) and their incremental use could lead to a better and sustainable design of urban landscapes from a microclimatic perspective.

3.4. Limitations and Future Directions

There is undoubtedly a need for detailed, spatially distributed, observations of urban bio-climatic conditions. In this study, we focused on SUHIs, that can be estimated via remote sensing globally. SUHIs, even though in the long term strongly correlated with CUHIs, cannot provide detailed information concerning thermal comfort and the impact of heat stress to human health (e.g., Martilli et al., 2020). For instance, in addition to the high uncertainty in remotely sensed surface temperature over urban areas due to thermal anisotropy (Hu et al., 2016), satellites may overestimate the “true” SUHI by primarily capturing the higher temperatures of roof tops. For more accurate estimation of urban heat stress and to better validate modeling and remote sensing products, in-situ dense monitoring networks of temperature, wind, humidity, and radiation at the pedestrian scale, currently not available in most cities, are essential. Beyond meteorological data obtained by weather services within cities, citizen science data that are now being collected can provide complementary, high resolution information in space and time (e.g., Chapman et al., 2017). Temperature satellite remote sensing data that were used in this study have a moderate resolution and were obtained by sun-synchronous sensors, which cannot describe in detail the diurnal variability of land surface temperature. Data fusion from multiple high resolution satellites and geostationary satellite data, typically with coarser resolution, can in the future further strengthen our results.

Monitoring urban heat fluxes and the performance of urban vegetation is also crucial. In this study, we relied exclusively on remote sensing data to assess the productivity and structure of urban vegetation. However, remote sensing measurements can be noisy and occasionally unreliable. SIF retrievals for example are contaminated by cloud cover, background reflectivities of the urban environment (e.g., Zeng et al., 2019) and can be impacted by vegetation structure itself (Dechant et al., 2020). Also SIF retrievals, to this day, have spatial scales that cannot resolve the fine urban landscape heterogeneity. Complementary measurements, such as regular campaigns of leaf gas exchange measurements, urban eddy covariance systems, soil moisture and sapflux monitoring in experimental plots within cities would provide crucial complimentary fine-scale information regarding plant functioning. Additionally, as multi- and hyper-spectral sensors can now be transported by low cost Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), frequent low altitude monitoring campaigns can provide essential data to constrain plant photosynthetic rates, canopy structural properties, and even leaf stoichiometry (e.g., Bandopadhyay et al., 2020; H. Liu et al., 2017; Mathews & Jensen, 2013).
Finally, as new streams of data become available, advanced statistical techniques, such as machine learning, can also provide the necessary methodological tools to explore synergies between multiple sources of spatial information. Some of these advanced machine learning tools can have improved prediction accuracy compared to classical statistical frameworks, but may also introduce more obstacles for clear mechanistic interpretations.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we exploited the potential of state-of-the-art remote sensing data to provide a mechanistic understanding of vegetation-climate interactions in complex urban settings and to quantify the links between urban fabric, green spaces, vegetation types, and SUHIs. Night-time SUHIs (SUHI) are on average smaller than their corresponding day-time SUHIs (SUHL) and depend predominantly on the urban fabric (building heights, building density). SUHL are strongly correlated with background climate (as defined by the wetness index WI), and possess a distinct seasonal pattern that peaks during summer in wet areas and early spring in seasonally dry areas. A major factor for the development of strong summertime SUHIs in wet places is the reduction of evaporative cooling in cities. This reduction is due to the difference in LAI between cities and their surroundings, and largely independent from plant physiological and phenological behavior. Change in LAI and its dependence on WI is associated with a difference in vegetation type between urban and rural areas. In particular, a reduction in the fraction of forested areas in cities, leads to a strong decrease in LAI and a weaker evaporative cooling. Therefore, our results highlight the importance of preserving urban forests as natural reserves, rather than simply “greening” cities for reducing the daytime SUHI effect.
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- Building height (https://landbigdata.github.io/cscproject/)
- Vegetation cover fraction (https://land.copernicus.eu/global/products/la)
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- CRU data (https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/hrg/).
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